
Collaborations

All India iGEM Meet 2021 :-
Our team took initiative to organize the All India iGEM Meet and was part of the core organizing
team. AIIM which was jointly organised by 6 teams got active participation from all 10 Indian
iGEM teams along with ambassadors and ex-igem members. All 10 teams showcased their
presentations to a panel of judges, and got constructive feedback and shared ideas among
each other.
As the members of the core team, we were involved in moderating and hosting various events,
managing sponsorships, technical aspects of the meet, etc. As a part of casual events of AIIM,
we organized a Synthetic Biology Quiz which had a participation of around 150 iGEMers and
non-iGEMers.







International Microorganism Day - Instagram Challenge:-

Since iGEM is all about engineering organisms, where we majorly handle microbes, this
International Microorganism Day ( 17th September), we asked various iGEM teams to post
about their favorite microorganisms and also if they’re using any in their project. This helped
various people to learn about various useful microbes which are used by synthetic biologists for
creating useful products for society. More than 30 iGEM teams, from around the globe
participated in this challenge helping us create awareness about microorganisms.









iGEM Nantes -

Introduction Video
In order to unite iGEM teams virtually and to show how big and diverse iGEM competition is,
iGEM Nantes started collecting videos of members from different iGEM teams to display it in
their college presentations for SynBio outreach. Member of our team also contributed to the
video in HIndi language. This same collection was also used in iGEM Opening Weekend
Festival (OWF 2021), to introduce various iGEM teams participating this year in iGEM
competition.

Languages you Speak - Instagram challenge
iGEM Nantes also started an online instagram challenge wherein in order to find out how many
languages are spoken by members of different iGEM teams.This led us to know and wonder
how diverse our iGEM community is.

Workbook Collab - iGEM Thrace & HKBU
In order to spread awareness about synthetic biology and to train synbio enthusiasts, we have
made " A beginners guide to Synthetic Biology", a workbook prepared for high-school /
undergraduate students or anyone interested and new to this field. To disseminate this
information to the masses and to educate people from diverse backgrounds, we invited iGEM
teams from around the world to collaborate and translate the workbook into local language of
their region. This is where iGEM Thrace helped us with Greek translation of the workbook &
iGEM HKBU helped with chinese. The workbook can be accessed through here.

Korea HS - Instagram &
Mentorship

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aWoWBWXSKBA&t=114s


We collaborated with Korea HS by participating in their quarantine themed Instagram project.
The objective of their project was to create a sense of community even through the pandemic
and make it easier for teams to reach out to each other.

We also helped Team Korea HS
by clarifying their doubts
regarding various medal
criterias.  We first met in July
where we discussed each
others projects, both of which
were based on cancer and
hence we decided to be in
continuous touch. We made a
whatsapp group with members
from both team to communicate
quickly and
Efficiently. We also had a 2nd
meet later in september wherein
we assessed the work done by
each team and we also advised
what more needs to be done to
satisfy medal criterias especially
in Human Practises.

iGEM Guelph - Interview
We also helped the iGEM team of Guelph for their content preparation for a magazine they were
making for Canadian High School students. They took our interview asking us about our project
details including all aspects ranging from dry lab, wet lab and our efforts for Synbio
communication.



iGEM × Music - IISER Berhampur
Music with all its subtlety has immense power to unite people and spread love, because music
is a universal language. On world music day (21st june)  IISER Berhampur tried to unite the
igem teams all over the world through the language of music by creating igemers playlist on
spotify.
12 teams participated in making of this playlist which can be accessed through here.



IISER Mohali :- Partnership

We had a meet with IISER Mohali very early at the start of iGEM cycle and since then due to
alignment of both the projects towards cancer we contributed in various aspects ranging from
AIIM meetups, to part characterization help from their side, modelling help provided from our
side and shared creation & analysis of HP survey and science communication. The more info
about our partnership can be found here.

http://2021.igem.org/Team:IISER_Bhopal/Partnership

